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FIG. 1: Covariant triangle diagram for the pion electromag-
netic form factor
model in section IVD. Similar to section II, this one-
component DD too gives rise to a dierent GPD than
the light-front projection. Additionally positivity is not
satised by this one-component DD (section IVE). We
calculate the missing component of the DD from matrix
elements of twist-two operators in section IVF. Lastly
we conclude with a brief summary (section V).
II. PION WITH SCALAR CONSTITUENTS
For the pion model with scalar constituents, we choose
the point-like Bethe-Salpeter vertex  (k; P ) = 1, where
the coupling constant is assumed to be absorbed into the
overall normalization. Furthermore, we choose derivative
coupling of the photon to charged scalar particles.
The pion electromagnetic form factor for this model
can be calculated from the Feynman triangle diagram. In
order to derive the GPD, however, we need to choose the
kinematics specied in Figure 1 with k as the momentum
of the struck quark. Using the stated pion vertex and










































where the momentumtransfer is t = 
2
and the skewness





Physically  plays the role of Bjorken variable for DVCS.
Additionally we work in the frame where P
?
= 0.
To turn Eq. (1) into an expression for the GPD




  x) to x the momentum
of the struck quark and keep  6= 0. This forces
F (t) =
Z
H(x; ; t)dx: (2)
Lastly we integrate over k
{
to project onto the light cone.
Doing the contour integration to extract H(x; ; t) in
1
For any vector a




































































is used. Thus the non-vanishing













(1   =2)H(x; ; t) = (x   )H
1
(x; ; t)
+ (   x)H
2









for the relative transverse
momentum of the nal state, the functional forms are
H
1



















































































which is the propagator of the Weinberg equation [22].
Comments about the GPD H(x; ; t) in Eq. (5) are in
order. Firstly, the model is covariant and thus the sum
rule and polynomiality conditions are met (see section
IVC below for clarication). We have checked this ex-
plicitly and suitable discussion can be found in [5, 6].
Secondly, H
1
(x; ; t) appearing in Eq. (6) satises the
relevant positivity constraint for a compound scalar of
scalar constituents (which appears in the Appendix of
[12]) which is clear from inspection.
Consideration of this model was rst done from the
perspective of DDs, see e.g. the toy model of [9]. This
DD model was revisited recently with derivative coupling
at the photon vertex in the Appendix of [11] and the same
DD also appears in [5]. To derive the DD for this simple
model, we appeal to Lorentz invariance, recalling along
the way the relevant properties of DDs.
First consider the form factor. In the  = 0 frame,
Eqs. (6-7) reduce to the Drell-Yan formula [25] via the
denition in Eq. (2)




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4stands there is considerable freedom in the above de-
composition, e.g. one could rewrite the above with
k(n  k)B
n;k 1
(t) as a contribution to A
nk
(t). Carrying
this out for all k, puts the bulk in the rst term and ren-
ders the second term proportional only to the symmetric
traceless part of (n+1) 's| moments of the Polyakov-
Weiss D-term [14]. This is the usually encountered form
of the DD with D-term. Calculationally, however, we
nd Eq. (16) is the most useful.






























G(; ; t): (18)
As a consequence of the restrictions on k in the sums,
the function F (; ; t) is even in  while G(; ; t) is
odd. Also for n-even, there is no contribution from the
D-term to the function G(; ; t).
These functions then appear in the decomposition of


















































, the GPD in symmetric vari-
ables reads


























Inserting Eq. (19) into this denition yields








d Æ(~x    )

h
F (; ; t) + G(; ; t)
i
: (21)
By integrating over ~x, we uncover two sum rules: the




d F (; ; t) = F (t) (22)




d G(; ; t) = 0; (23)
which is trivial since G is an odd function of . Eq. (23)
has non-trivial consequences however, e.g. it shows the
method employed by [11] leads only to the F DD in
Eq. (19). This function integrates to the form factor via
Eq. (22) and in the forward limit f; t ! 0g reduces to
the quark distribution (when integrated over ). Thus
F (; ; t) should be properly termed the forward-visible
DD, which encompasses more than just neglecting the D-
term. From Eq. (16), we see that G(; ; t) does aect
higher moments of the GPD. This is the source of the
discrepancy shown in Figure 2 as we now demonstrate.
B. Scalar model, revisited
To derive both F and G DDs for the scalar triangle
diagram of section II, we must now consider the action
































in the integrand of Eq. (9), which we now take in the sym-
metric frame. After the integration over k is performed,



























where we have used the replacement














Using the binomial expansion, we can identify
F (; ; t) and G(; ; t) via Eqs. (17) and (18), namely
F (; ; t) =  (1     )D(; ; t)jN j
2
(27)
G(; ; t) =  (1     )D(; ; t)jN j
2
: (28)
To compare with the results of section II, we must revert
to asymmetric variables which is accomplished by f !
x; y! ( +1)=2g. The denominator common to both
terms becomes







  y(1   x  y)t
: (29)
Thus we have
F (x; y; t) = x (1   x  y)D(x; y; t)jN j
2
(30)




Notice the function G(x; y; t) is Munchen antisymmetric
which is required because G(; ; t) is odd with respect
to .
5To construct the GPD H(x; ; t) we must also convert
Eq. (21) to asymmetric variables.








dy Æ(x  z   y)

h






We can now plot the GPD in Eq. (32) using the two DDs
in Eqs. (30) and (31). The result agrees with Eq. (5)
depicted in Figure 2. Moreover, the contribution from

2 
G is identically the dierence Æ plotted in the gure.









model, we choose the trivially qq sym-
metric Bethe-Salpeter vertex
 (k; P ) =  ig 
5
: (33)
Here we have assumed only 
5
coupling at the quark-
pion vertex with coupling constant g, whereas four Dirac
structures exist [17]. This simple coupling is suggested




=  ig   q 
5
 q; (34)
where the coupling constant g = m=f

, with m the con-
stituent mass and f

the pion decay constant. Notice
the (ladder approximation) kernel is independent of light-
cone time. Thus this model (as well as the scalar triangle
model in section II) are special cases of the instantaneous
formalism described by [19] in the impulse approxima-
tion. The relation of the vertex to the Bethe-Salpeter
wave function is given by






/k   /P  m + i
: (35)
The valence wave function can be found by project-
ing the Bethe-Salpeter wave function onto the light-cone
x
+
= 0, see e.g. [20]. Using the normalization convention









































where x is the fraction of the pion's plus momentum car-




), and the relative trans-







. The valence wave







































As a result of the contour integration, we have a factor
of [x(1   x)] implicitly in Eq. (37). Additionally the
wave function is symmetric under interchange of x and
1   x. As is known, the simplistic form of this wave
function leads to divergent quark distributions and form
factors which will be handled below. Since this model is
non-renormalizable, the choice of regularization scheme
inuences the dynamics.
B. Form factor and generalized parton distribution
The pion electromagnetic form factor for this model
can be calculated from the Feynman triangle diagram.
In order to extract the GPD, however, we need to choose
the kinematics specied in Figure 1 with k as the mo-
mentum of the struck quark. As it stands, using the
wave function Eq. (37), the triangle diagram diverges.
Following the approach of [8], we covariantly smear the

























Eq. (38) is a simple way to model non-qq components
of the wave function. Alternatively one could smear the
qq  vertex in a covariant manner [23, 24]. This smear-
ing should additionally respect the qq symmetry of the
vertex. We do not pursue this option here since positiv-
ity constraints (see section IVE) are likely to be violated.
On the other hand, one could use Pauli-Villars subtrac-
tions to regulate the theory, however, positivity would
also be put into question. Because our concern is with
model comparisons not phenomenology, we shall choose
 = m for simplicity. Although not obvious from in-
spection, results for  6= m exhibit the same features
investigated below. Most noteworthy, positivity remains
satised when  6= m.
Considering matrix elements of the current operator
J

between pion states, the model (38) conserves current.
This can be demonstrated most easily by calculating J
in the Breit frame. Additionally since the model is fully
covariant, we can extract the electromagnetic form factor
from any component of the current. In particular, poten-
tial zero-mode singularities present in matrix elements of
J
 
have been removed by the photon vertex smearing



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































FIG. 4: Polynomiality conditions checked for the GPD
Eq. (40). The moments P
n
(; t = 0) from Eq. (45) are plotted
as a function of  for n = 0; 1; 2; 3. Additionally X's denote
the simple (n+ 1)-point polynomial t to the moment P
n
.








H(x; ; t)dx: (45)
Polynomiality requires the moments P
n












The zeroth moment is merely the sum rule for the form
factor, hence a
00
(t) = F (t). For simplicity, we check a
few of the lowest moments for the polynomiality condi-
tion Eq. (46) at t = 0. In Figure IVB, we plot the mo-
ments P
n
(; 0) for n = 0; 1; 2; 3 which appear as smooth
functions. Additionally we plot simple (n+1)-point poly-
nomial ts to the moments, which line up nicely with the
integrals (45).
D. Double distribution
To construct the DD, we shall rst proceed incorrectly
by appealing to Lorentz invariance as in section II. This
will at least lead to one component of the DD, which can
be compared to Eq. (40).
Using Eq. (41) in the 
+
= 0 (Drell-Yan) frame, we
can write F (t) in the form (10) with







x(1  x) + y(1   x  y)t














Aside from factors arising from spin, this DD is basically
the same as that considered [11] which one can realize














FIG. 5: Comparison of covariant GPDs for the spinor triangle
diagram. The GPDs Eq. (40) (denoted LC) and Eq. (47)
(DD-based) are plotted as a function of x for xed  = 0:9
and t =  4m
2
for the mass M

= 0:15m. We also plot the
dierence between the two curves (Æ). The area under the
curves is identically F ( 4m
2
) for LC and DD-based GPDs,








. Not surprisingly, then,























which could be calculated directly from  
e
in Eq. (44).
In Figure 5, we plot the GPD Eq. (40) as well as the
GPD derived from DD Eq. (47) via Eq. (15). As in sec-
tion II, the two are dierent despite the fact both models
are covariant and posses the same form factor and quark
distribution. Additionally we plot their dierence as a
function of x.
E. Positivity Constraints
Here we demonstrate another dierence between the
GPD in (40) and the one stemming from the the one-
component DD Eq. (47). To do so, we look at the posi-
tivity constraints. Originally these constraints appeared
in [10, 27] and were derived from the positivity of the den-
sity matrix by restricting the nal-state parton to have
positive plus-momentum (and ignoring the contribution
from E(x; ; t) for the spin-
1
2
case). Although the ma-
trix elements involved for GPDs are o diagonal, they
are still restricted by positivity and their diagonal ele-
ments. Correcting the constraints for the presence of
the E-distribution was rst done in [4]. By consider-
ing the positivity of the norm on Hilbert space, stricter
constraints for the spin-
1
2
distributions H and E have re-
cently appeared as well as constraints for the full set of
twist-two GPDs [28].
For the scalar pion case there is of course no contri-
bution from the non-existent E-distribution and hence
the original bounds are actually correct (modulo factors
due to the dierence of a spin-
1
2
proton versus a spin-0












FIG. 6: Comparison of GPDs: GPD calculated from the DD
Eq. (47) via Eq. (15) (DD-based) compared with the light-
cone projection of the form factor Eq.(40) (Light-cone) for
xed  = 0:4 at t = 0. Here we plot the ratio R(x; ) appear-
ing in Eq. (50) as a function of x > . Positivity constrains
this ratio to be less than one.
pion). Given the matrix element denition of the GPD
consistent with equation (2), namely




































where q(x) is the model distribution function in Eq. (48).
Of course the above result holds for nite  t, however
since the function F decreases with  t, Eq. (50) is the
tightest constraint. Notice for M
2

6= 0, the limit t = 0 is
in an unphysical region. If we treat this limit as formal,
however, and analytically continue our expressions, we
can use Eq. (50). Such continuation is consistent with
the light-cone Fock space representation of GPDs [3, 4].
Given the constraint Eq. (50), we can test whether
GPDs calculated from the light-cone projection (41) and
DD (47) satisfy positivity. In Figure 6, we plot R(x; )
for each GPD as a function of x for the xed value of  =
0:4. There is noticeably dierent behavior in the gure:
positivity is violated by the DD-based model. As above
(section III), we must carefully derive contributions from
the other component G(x; y; t).
F. Derivation of the correct DDs



















between non-diagonal pion states. In-
serted into Eq. (39) which is now taken in the symmet-
























































































complicates evaluating Eq. (51) by requiring contributions from diagrams reduced by one propagator. Since we















+ i. To correctly evaluate Eq. (51), we must









































and evaluate each term separately canceling propagators in the denominator of Eq. (51). These integrals can easily
be evaluated using Feynman parameters. For example, let us consider the non-reduced contribution from Eq. (53).




and so we introduce two Feynman parameters fx; yg to render the
denominator specically in the form [xA+yB+(1 x y)C]
 5
. One then translates k

to render the integral (hyper-)










=2. Here  = x and  = x+2y 1. Using a Wick




































































with D(; ; t) given by Eq. (26). Given the form of
Eq. (54), we can identify f; g as DD variables and
hence read o contributions to F and G DDs.











+ (1   )t=2
 (55)















Notice that these contributions respect the properties of
DDs, namely ÆF is even in  while ÆG is odd. This need
not be the case, however, for each intermediate step of
the calculation, e.g. contributions fromB-reduced terms
and C-reduced terms are individually neither even nor
odd in  while their sum is even and dierence is odd.
Ignoring for the moment contributions from A-reduced
terms, we arrive at the DDs


































The contribution from A-reduced terms has the form of a





and suitable changes of variables, we arrive at the




































from which we can identify the D-term











Although strictly speaking, the D-term is a contribution
to the G-DD, we shall treat it separately for ease.
Switching now to asymmetric variables, we have










+ (1  x)y(1   x  y)t
i
(61)





+y(1   x  y)t  M
2






D(y; t) = Ay(1   y)(2y   1) [m
2
  y(1   y)t]
 2
(63)
where the function D(x; y; t) is given by Eq. (29). Ac-
cordingly F (x; y; t) is Munchen symmetric and G(x; y; t)
is antisymmetric, while D(y; t) is antisymmetric about
y = 1=2. Notice F (x; y; t) in Eq. (61) is not that of
Eq. (47). Given the ambiguity inherent in dening F
and G DDs (cf. Eq. (23)), there is no reason to believe
the F s would be the same. In principle, we could con-
struct a gauge transformation [15] to render the F s the
same. This would enable identication of the missing G
function unique to section IVD. We shall not pursue this
tangential point.
2
The function F (x; y; t) satises the reduction relations:
it reduces to the quark distribution via Eq. (12) and
integrates to the form factor (13)|the latter can only
be checked numerically. Lastly then it remains to see
whether the DD-based GPD lines up with true GPD cal-
culated in section IVB. To construct the GPD we use
the form of Eq. (32) modied to handle the D-term in
Eq. (63) separately








dy Æ(x   z   y)

h
















In Figure 7, we plot the GPD Eq. (40) and the DD-based
2
Notice the contribution to the GPD from the D-term resembles
that ofH
inst
in Eq. (42) but is not identical. Both terms originate
from a reduction of the spectator's propagator. In the case of the
D-term, the spectator's propagator is completely removed by the
A-reduction. For H
inst
, there is residual x-dependence stemming
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